




Type 1 and type 2 
diabetes mellitus 

Polycystic ovarian 
syndrome 

Cushing’s disease 
TSHoma 

thyrotoxicosis 

Cushing’s syndrome 
Phaeochromocytoma 





Regardless of the changing classification……diabetes will 
ultimately have complications………….(see next slide) 



Eye 

Nerves 

Kidneys 
 Peripheral vascular disease 

Heart 

strokes 

 

The complications may or will occur, depending on how well the diabetes is controlled, and 
how long the person’s life is. 





While diabetes may be passed down from 
my parents etc etc……. 
 
 

HOWEVER, WHAT I CAN 
CHANGE IS MYSELF 
…………so that I can avoid 
more trouble for myself. 

…….my inheritance is something I cannot 
change. 





Human nature: whenever you tell me NO NO No….. 



I will rebel against the “no no” with a resounding “YES!!!!” 



So in diabetes…..lots of food comes across as “no no no’. 
And,  instead of say “no no  which is usually followed by a 
rebellious “yes yes yes”……… 

We can do consider food 
substitution. 
 
In other words, recycle the 
calories so that we can have 
our cake and maybe eat a BIT 
of it too. 





So when we eat…… 
we choose our food,  
we substitute where we can,  
we eat in smaller amounts to please our cravings and yet not over eat. 



We can also motivate our selves or re-channel our attention 
to: 
 
Eg….i save up my snack/lunch allowance for ……….. 



eg….. I can also save for a ……….. high class buffet for the family (which will 
cost me anything from $70++pax which means about $500 for a family of 
4). I may take 6 months to save my lunch money…….this will translate to a 
controlled diet of 6 months before the party for one day. 



Or I can save for a trip which will be a few thousand 
dollars….and that will translate to a controlled diet of 
maybe 1-2 years. 



In other words……I learn to dance with diabetes 
and balance out my lifestyle to minimise the 
complications associated with diabetes that may 
occur. 


